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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am a faculty track postdoctoral scholar at Ashoka Trust for Research in Environment and Ecology, Bangalore. Section of my dissertation – I considered renewable energy projects that are located next to prime conservation areas and are facing opposition from local people. For today’s talk I am going to focus on the opposition to a small hydro power project located in the prime biodiversity hotspot of Western Ghats in India to answer the central question – How are geographies of renewable energy shaped? The conflictDynamic resistanceRely upon broader politics of environment and developmentSame global discourseEnvt vs Envt / Envt vs DevelopmentSD – territoriality, territorial nature necessitates a political process of prioritization between conservation, development and livelihoodsThis influences the local resistance and lends it a malleable nature. 



How are geographies of renewable energy shaped  
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In order to do this - I am going to lay out the politics around this particular conflict that extends across spatial scales. In the process – I will focus on the ways in which the conflict takes shape. And how and why actors are for or against the project. I begin with explaining India’s renewable energy contextFollowed by the case study and its implications for understanding contestations around renewable energy
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MW for India 1994-2015 

Total Installed in MW

Power sector reforms 
and setting up of State 
electricity regulatory 
commissions 

Generation Based Incentives 
for Wind. 100% FDI in RE. 

National Action Plan 
on Climate Change 

NTP amended: 
RPO as solar, 
non-solar 

National Electricity 
policy 2005 

National mission 
on Small 
hydropower 

MNRE 
created 

India ratified Kyoto 
Protocol 

Electricity 
Act 2003 

State Electricity Regulatory Commissions 
start setting up Feed in Tariff  
 

Offshore wind 
energy policy 

National Solar 
Mission National Tariff Policy 
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7th largest renewable installer in the world and also the 7th largest producer of hydropower in the world. From 3.9 GW in 2001-39GW in 2015. National Electricity Act 2003 – SLNA  devlovedFederal incentivesSLNA actively facilitate land acquisition, power evacuation arrangements, building of roads etc. Combination of federal + regional Wind power sector – 68% remained relatively free of controversy. Hydro power forms about Large hydropower projects have a long history of being opposed. SHP- environmentally benign solution, especially run-of-the-river projects. EIA  exemption



“There is no storage of 
water and no dam is 

constructed in these projects. 
Small hydro projects are run-

of-river and are 
environmentally 

sustainable. These projects 
do not encounter the issues 
associated with large-scale 
hydro projects. There is no 

deforestation, resettlement 
or rehabilitation” 

 
National Mission on Small Hydro Power, Ministry 
of New and Renewable Energy, Government 

of India (April 2015) 
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This is the backdrop against which the the case unfolds. Small Hydropower projects below 25 MW are exempt from EIA and forest department clearance. Note that affected people at the local scale are protesting because it poses a threat to livelihoods or lack of development outcomesBut they encase their arguments in the logic of biodiversity. 



Case study: Karnataka 

cc: wildxplorer - https://www.flickr.com/photos/21932201@N04 
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Karnataka has the highest installation of small hydropower across Indian states (950 MW), and is aggressively pushing for small hydropower development across the state. The state offers high tariffs to small hydropower producers and has utilized majority of its hydropower potential through dams that range from 8-24 MW capacity.  Most of the potential for small hydropower lies in the western ghats region of the state. 
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The project is located in the Western ghats section of India. The western ghats is a mountain range that runs parallel to the western coast of the Indian peninsula, located entirely in India. It is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and is one of the eight "hottest hot-spots" of biological diversity in the world.
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The locals are protesting against a small hydropower dam that is located at the confluence of two rivers - Gundia and the Kumardhara. Even as the project has been approved and sanctioned by the government, it has not yet been able to start construction.  This is because the local people are protesting against the proposed 24 MW small hydropower project, as they believe that it is going to cause submergence of the lands that the activists own and cultivate and disrupt their livelihoods. As a result, the project developers have not been able to gather the mandatory No-objection certificate and the nodal provincial agency (KREDL) has asked the company to discontinue construction. All development projects need the prior approval of the village level local elected bodies, panchayats, in the form of a No-Objection Certificate (Government of India 1992). The Kukke small hydel project in Karnataka requires the no-objection certificate from four gram panchayats (village level local elected bodies). Three gram panchayats are opposing the project and have refused to give the NOC to the project developers. Only one gram panchayat has issued the NOC to the company officials and is explicitly in favour of the project.The rice fields in the valley, where the project is to be constructed, are irrigated with perennial streams from the forested hill slopes. The rivers and land support cultivation of coffee, tea, rubber, pineapple, cocoa and cashew. It aims to build a dam across the Kumaradhara, a powerhouse with sub-station, control room, a tailrace pool and tunnel. The local activists and those opposing the project claim that in doing so, it will affect 123 hectares of rubber plantation, 522 hectares of areca nut gardens and 35 hectares of cocoa plantations. A reserve forest wedged between the Kumaradhara river on the south and the Gundia in the north is also threatened by the project. Thus, according to the opposition, patches of riparian forests, agricultural land and horticulture areas are likely to be submerged because of the project.
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The imposing threat of loss of livelihoods is the major reason for protest yet the actors at the local scale forged a strategic alliance with the conservationists. Through this alliance, the local activists have been successful in highlighting the rich biodiversity of the area and encasing their arguments in the sustainability discourse. None of the actors draw upon the sustainable development discourse at the local scale to counter or favour the project. At the village level, the project is construed as any other economic development project and therefore the justification for the project is centred only on development outcomes. Even for one village council that is in favour of the project. The opposing panchayats counter the development claims because the project developers destroyed the existing development benefits in the village. The company officials blocked access to a public road by constructing a gate and banned the local people from accessing the road (Figure 2). When the locals protested, the clashes turned violent. This incident was instrumental in cementing the belief of the local activists that the project officials are never going to invest in development outcomes for the villagers. The opposition to the project thus rejected all claims of development benefits that the project officials promised. Development context of the village: Kadaba village, where most of the agitation committee resides, comprises 700 households and 94 % of the workforce is engaged in main agricultural work (Government of India 2011). The relative prosperity of Kadaba and surrounding villages is relevant because it tells us that the protestors are not in dire need of local development outcomes like schools, electricity and jobs. Even if the project does lead to local development outcomes, it is not a priority for the actors at the local scale in Karnataka because it will destroy their livelihood. The local activists are well entrenched in the urban setting of Bangalore and even when faced with a choice to re-locate to Bangalore, choose instead to stay in the village and cultivate their lands. 
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Mobilization around the biodiversity discourse:The forest department: Chief conservator of forests invited renowned conservationist anath hegdeJournalist and the conservation experts from the Indian Institute of Science – Madhuca insignis that is endangered as per IUCN and was recently re-discovered after 125 years at the project site. The team also reported the threat to 56 fish species that are found especially at the confluence of Kumaradhara and Gundia river. Eight of those fish species are listed as threatened as per the IUCN and eleven are classified as vulnerable (Ramachandra et al 2013). This report formed the basis for challenging the project using the biodiversity argument in national, regional media and international forum like the United Nations Framework on Climate Change Mitigation. Activists from the Delhi based NGO SANDRP and other conservationists urged the local activists to challenge the CDM status sought by the Kukke project developers. CDM or the Clean Development Mechanism is an international instrument that allows the developed countries to pay for reduction in carbon emissions through channelling funds to eligible projects in developing countries (UNFCCC 2002). The comments submitted by the local activists to UNFCCC, the international body that governs the CDM, effectively stressed on the rich biodiversity of the project site and highlighted the impending destruction of ecology as a consequence of the dam. 



“KREDL supported us when we told them 
about our livelihoods but the (federal) 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy did 
not listen to us.  For the big international 
organisations like UNFCCC, we had to 
highlight the biodiversity angle.”  
 
- Pradip K, local activist 



Conclusion 
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The actors either oppose or favour the renewable energy project, depending upon the scale at which they are located.  Local scale: E vs D; Higher scales: E vs ELocal movements are nested within and and influenced by the broader politics of envt and devt. As the broader politics of environment and development shifts the local people also strategize accordingly. Instrumentally align themselves with discourses such as biodiversity protection that have greater currency
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